CHAPTER    XII
ARAB  NATIONALISM  IN   'IRAQ,
BEFORE  1914
nationalism as an organized movement in the name of the
Arab peoples first arose in the Lebanon and in Syria. In
Beirut, Damascus, Aleppo and Jaffa, the imaginative and
volatile Syrians, influenced primarily by French education and
political thought and, to a lesser extent, by the American
theory of government by 'consent of the governed', inculcated
by American missionary schools,1 began to work for Arab sepa-
ration from the Ottoman Empire, The Movement gathered
converts throughout the Arabic-speaking world. In Arabia, the
revolt of Imam Mahmud Yahia of Yemen, of Saiyid Idriss of
Assir in 1906, and the defeat of Turkey's ally, Amir ibn Rashid
of the Shammar, by Ibn Sa'ud in the same year, were taken as
indicating the Arabs' desire for independence. The revolt at
Port Said of 400 Syrian troops on their way to Yemen was also
taken as evidence of the unity of the Arabs. In Paris, a group
of Syrians, including Najib Azuri who had been forced to leave
Turkey in 1904 because of his pro-Arab activities, agitated for
Arab independence through the French Press and through
Arab committees in France and Egypt. Through the Ligue de
la Patne Arabe> founded in 1904 by Najib Azuri and Eugene
Jung3 an ex-official of the French Colonial Service, who saw the
great benefits which would accrue to France through the Arab
Movement,- stirring appeals were made to the Arabs3 and to
1	Chief among these was the Synan Protestant College, founded in 1866, now
the American University at Beirut.
2	His viewpoint is apparent in his works: Les Puissances devant la Revoke Arabe
(Pans, 1906) and La Revoke Arabe (2, vols., Paris, 1924-5).
3	Text: Najib Azuri, Le Reveil de la Nation Arabe dans FAsie Turque (Paris,
*9°5)> PP- J-3J Jung> E., Les Puwances devant la Revolte Arabe, pp. 24-9;
Kampf&neyer, G., Damaskus. Dokuments zum Kampf der Araber um thre Un-
abhdngigkeit (Berlin, 1926), pp. 99-100.
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